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Exam Generic Language Theory (2IS15), 12th of April 2010, 14:00-17:00.

This exam consists of 5 questions.
You are allowed to use all distributed material, slides, books, and papers.

You need to give a consice motivation for all the answers.

1. Theory of ASF+SDF

(a) Describe the most important differences between SDF and (E)BNF.

(b) Given the following three different ways of defining the syntax of a list of
statements separated by semi-colons:

(a) {S ";"}+
(b) (S ";")* S

(c) S -> SL
S ";" SL -> SL

Describe the (dis)advantages of each of these definitions.

(c) What is wrong in the following specification?

Type1 := lookup(Id1, Tenv)
==========================
check(Id, Type, Tenv) = Type2

(d) Describe a type of application (ASF specfication) where using ASF traversal
functions is not useful.

2. ASF+SDF in practice

The following Xtext definition is a part of the SLCO language. It represents state
machines in SLCO.

StateMachine :
name=ID
(variables+=Variable ";")*
(vertices+=Vertex ";")*
(transitions+=Transition ";")*;

Variable :



name=ID ":" type=Type;

enum Type :
Integer="int" | Boolean="bool";

Vertex :
State | Initial | Final;

State :
"<state>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition]
outgoing=[Transition];

Initial :
"<initial>"
name=ID
outgoing=[Transition];

Final :
"<final>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition];

Transition :
"<transition>"
name=ID
source=[Vertex]
target=[Vertex]
(guard+=Expression)?
(effect+=Statement)*;

Statement :
variable=[Variable] ":=" expression=NonBinOpExpression;

Expression :
BinaryOperatorExpression | NonBinOpExpression;

BinaryOperatorExpression :
operand1=NonBinOpExpression
operator=OperatorEnum
operand2=Expression;

enum OperatorEnum :
atLeast=">=" | add="+" | subtract="-" | and="&" |
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equals="==" | differs="<>";

NonBinOpExpression :
BooleanConstantExpression |
IntegerConstantExpression |
VariableExpression;

BooleanConstantExpression :
value=Bool;

enum Bool :
true="true" | false="false";

IntegerConstantExpression :
value=INT;

VariableExpression :
variable=[Variable];

(a) The Xtext construction [Variable] is used to create cross references. How
can you solve this in ASF+SDF?

(b) Why is the given Xtext definition not ambiguous?

(c) Give an SDF definition containing the context-free syntax for the expression
in Xtext definition given above. Use the standard predefined SDF libraries
modules to represent the identifiers (ID), booleans and integers (INT). Use
the typical SDF way of writing down the grammar, so including a context-
free priority section.

(d) Write an ASF+SDF specification using traversal functions to check that every
Vertex and Transition is properly defined with in this state machine.
Properly defined means that every vertex or transition that is referred to is
actually defined in the state machine.

3. Programming Language Design Concepts

(a) What is a type system? Describe two fundamentally different type systems.

(b) What is meant by dynamic dispatch?

(c) Java does not offer multiple inheritance, why not? How does Java solve the
problem of multiple inheritance?

4. Meta modeling and model transformations
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(a) What is meant by horizontal and vertical model transformations?

(b) What is the relation between grammars, signatures and meta-models?

(c) What is the difference between lazy matched rules and unique lazy matched
rules?

5. Basic technology

(a) Describe the Generalized LR parsing algorithm.

(b) What is a dotted rule?

(c) What is a left-factorized context-free grammar?

Grading of exercises

1 a 10 2 a 10 3 a 10 4 a 10 5 a 10
b 10 b 10 b 10 b 10 b 10
c 10 c 30 c 10 c 10 c 10
d 10 d 40
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